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Online encyclopaedias such as Wikipedia implement their own version control above database systems to manage multiple revisions
of the same page. In contrast to temporal databases that restrict
each tuple’s validity to a time range, a version affects multiple tuples. To overcome the need for a separate version layer, we have
created TardisDB, the first database system with incorporated data
versioning across multiple relations.
This paper presents the interface for TardisDB with an extended
SQL to manage and query data from different branches. We first give
an overview of TardisDB’s architecture that includes an extended
table scan operator: a branch bitmap indicates a tuple’s affiliation
to a branch and a chain of tuples tracks the different versions. This
is the first database system that combines chains for multiversion
concurrency control with a bitmap for each branch to enable versioning. Afterwards, we describe our proposed SQL extension to
create, query and modify tables across different, named branches.
In our demonstration setup, we allow users to interactively create
and edit branches and display the lineage of each branch.
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CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Main memory engines; • Applied
computing → Version control.
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INTRODUCTION

Online encyclopaedias such as Wikipedia rely on database systems
to store the article’s content but require dataset versioning to track
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Figure 1: Performance when handling Wikipedia articles.

the article’s history. For this reason, MediaWiki, the software behind
Wikipedia, implements its own version control to restore older
versions on demand: one database table manages the pages’ metainformation, another one contains their content with one entry
per version and page [12]. Besides the increased complexity when
querying the data, this approach wastes space by storing redundant
information as each revision changes an article only marginally.
Another use-case for dataset versioning arises from the reproducibility needed to validate scientific experiments: To reproduce
the same results, the dataset used should remain unchanged. However, a production database system must allow updates and insertions. Therefore, for reproduction, any published experiment must
provide the corresponding data as a separate snapshot when the
underlying data store does not support dataset versioning.
In summary, a dataset versioning tool should serve the purpose
of a simple data storage system with version-based access as well
as the needs for transactional data processing on multiple relations.
So it has to fulfil reference key constraints across multiple tables
within each version.
In previous studies [7, 13], we identified the following requirements for dataset versioning tools: They should reduce the space

consumption of the stored data, allow constant complexity when
restoring a version, guarantee the ACID properties and provide a
declarative query language such as SQL. We have benchmarked Git,
HyPer, PostgreSQL, LiteTree and TardisDB using 3.7 GB and 76.9 GB
of Wikipedia articles. The full page edit history1 from August 1,
2018 (pages 10 to 2,087) was inserted either as a snapshot or compressed (diff ), storing the changes as differences to the latest version
only (backward deltas). We compared the duration for insertion
(insert) and retrieval of the latest/first (retLatest/retFirst) version to
the memory consumption (see Figure 1). Although TardisDB does
not compress the data, it inserts and retrieves the articles faster
than the competitors without integrated versioning. But a complete
integration into a database system includes the extension of SQL.
An extension of this declarative language would not only increase
the acceptance of database systems for dataset versioning but also
facilitate software engineering projects: When the data layer takes
care of dataset versioning, other layers are not concerned in the
actual implementation.
So this study solves the following problem: How to integrate
constraint-preserving dataset versioning within SQL?
This paper demonstrates TardisDB, the first in-memory database
system with incorporated SQL commands for database versioning.
It is an open-source project2 for a code-generating in-memory database system that produces LLVM code according to the producerconsumer model [11, 14]. Its table scan operator has been modified
to produce only tuples for a selected branch. Therefore, each branch
maintains a bitmap for every table, which denotes each tuple’s visibility. Also, multiversion concurrency control is used to track each
tuple’s history. TardisDB is the first project that combines multiversion concurrency control with bitmaps for branching.
This study’s contribution is the SQL extension for versioning,
including an additional SQL statement for branch creation and an
optional keyword as part of the from-clause to determine the branch.
Named branches can be created using existing SQL keywords and
fit seamlessly into declarative statements. We applied our changes
to the Hyrise SQL parser [5], which allows our extension to be used
for other systems as well. For demonstration purposes, we offer a
web interface to interactively explore the proposed extension.
This demonstration paper is structured as follows: It first gives
an overview of related studies on dataset versioning and explains
the architecture of TardisDB. Then, we propose an extended SQL
grammar, that is downward compatible with SQL-92, but allows
branch creation and retrieving tables by version. Afterwards, we
explain the demonstration setup, with an interactive web interface
that allows users to create branches, examine lineages, query and
modify the data.

2

RELATED WORK

For related work, we have to distinguish database versioning, which
affects whole tables, from temporal databases, which restrict each
tuple’s validity to a time range. The first example of a temporal
database system is TQuel [15]. The idea of time-restricted tuples
is now part of the SQL:2011 standard [8]. Time-restriction affects
each tuple individually, whereas a version comprises several.
1 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20180801/
2 https://github.com/tum-db/TardisDB

Table 1 lists tools for dataset versioning that are similar to database systems. One example with its versioning language VQL is the
DataHub [1] platform whose flexible API allows applications such
as an SQL interface to be built on top. The core part was highlighted
as Decibel [10] with the language VQuel [4] to manage versions.
These systems have in common that they build the application layer
above the data storage rather than offering an extended relational
algebra that supports versioning.
Using a relational database system, OrpheusDB [6] and our extension to support multiple tables for reference key constraints,
MusaeusDB, provides a layer on top of database systems that projects
versions onto database relations with a list of contained tuples per
branch. As a fully integrated solution, LiteTree3 is an extension
to SQLite that allows access to and modification of any former
database state using a version number within pragma statements.
We also integrate versioning into a relational database system, but
with a code-generating engine as the target, we adapt the table scan
operator and multiversion concurrency control. For unstructured
data, Forkbase [9] is a tamper-proof data storage system that allows
named branches similar to Git and compresses data using similarity
graphs. R-Store [2] is another key-value store based on Apache
Cassandra, which also maintains bitmaps to indicate branches.
Table 1: Overview of data versioning tools.
System
DataHub [1]
Decibel [10]
ForkBase [9]
LiteTree
MusaeusDB [13]
OrpheusDB [6]
RStore [2]
TardisDB
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Versioning
VQL
VQuel
REST API
Using Pragma
Bash Script
Python API
Java API
SQL

Querying
Thrift API
SQL
None
SQL
SQL
SQL
CQL
SQL

Data Model
Relational
Relational
Key-Value
Relational
Relational
Relational
Key-Value
Relational

Branching
Numbers
Numbers
Names
Numbers
Numbers
Numbers
Numbers
Names

Constraints
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

VERSIONING IN CODE-GENERATING
DATABASE SYSTEMS

TardisDB follows the concept of a code-generating main-memory
database system: It produces LLVM code according to the producerconsumer concept [11] where every operator demands the underlying ones recursively to generate code. Versioning now affects the
table scan operator at the bottom of each operator tree: During
compile-time, code for checking the bitmap as well as retrieving
the correct tuple out of a version chain has to be generated. For
every table and every branch, we maintain a bitmap, where a bit
indicates the tuple’s affiliation to a branch. On a table scan, a tuple
will be produced only if the corresponding bit is set. When a branch
is created, the parent bitmap is simply copied for every table. On an
insert statement, all bitmaps are enlarged but the new bit is set for
the affected branch only. On a delete statement, the corresponding
bit is reset.
The bitmap indicates included tuples only but to track different
versions of a tuple, we maintain version chains as used for multiversion concurrency control. This is the first time that multiversion
concurrency is combined with branching to not only track a tuple’s modification history but to provide access to a set of tuples
that form one version. This approach tends to densely populated
3 https://github.com/aergoio/litetree
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Figure 2: Left: Bitmaps for each branch (y-axis) mark contained tuples per table, whereas version chains track their history
(x-axis), tuples of the master branch are stored in a column-oriented manner. Middle: Descendance tree. Right: Corresponding
insert, update, delete and branching history.
bitmaps even on update-heavy workloads, which increases the total
scan performance.
We define one prioritised branch, the master branch, whose
tuples are stored in a regular column store and updated in-place.
Each tuple is given two pointers to form a double-linked list of
version entries and a timestamp, which is inherited from the branch
that created the version.
Each branch, in turn, is given a timestamp at its creation, which is
also used to retrieve the correct entry in the version chain: Formally,
we define a predicate 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 (𝑡, 𝑏) for each entry 𝑡 and branch 𝑏 to
indicate visible entries:
Ü
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 (𝑡, 𝑏) ⇔ 𝑐𝑟𝑡𝑑 (𝑏, 𝑡) ∨
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 (𝑡, 𝑝) ∧ 𝑡𝑠 (𝑡) < 𝑡𝑠 (𝑏).
𝑝 ∈𝑝𝑎𝑟 (𝑏)

An entry is visible for a branch when either the branch itself
(𝑐𝑟𝑡𝑑 (𝑏, 𝑡)) or a parent branch (𝑝𝑎𝑟 (𝑏)) before furcation (𝑡𝑠 (𝑡) <
𝑡𝑠 (𝑏)) has created the entry. The first active entry in the chain is
the latest visible one and is returned.
Figure 2 visualises the history for five tuples on one master and
two descending branches: Initially, four tuples were inserted before
Branch 1 is created with timestamp 5. The tuples for the master
branch are stored column-wise (dashed line) and each contains a
pointer to previous (left) and newer (right) versions. An update on
the master branch changes the value in-place (A|6) and creates an
entry for the previous version (A|1), an update on a descending
branch just creates an entry on the right (B|7). When Branch 1
requests tuple A, it receives A|1 as A|6 is only active within Master
and Branch 2. Whereas two versions for tuple B are active within
Branch 1, which is why it accesses the newer one (B|7). Instead of
deleting a tuple, the corresponding bit is reset (D on Branch 1).

4

SQL EXTENSION

We now extend SQL (see Listing 1) to address the extended table
scan operator. This requires a statement to create branches as well

as an extension to specify the version for each table that is part
of select, update, insert or delete statements. By default, regular
SQL-92 queries without any adaptations are applied to the master
branch to ensure downward compatibility.
CREATE TABLE users ( id INT PRIMARY KEY , name TEXT );
CREATE TABLE things ( id INT PRIMARY KEY , name TEXT , user INT
REFERENCES users ( id ));
INSERT INTO users VALUES (1 , ' Alice ');
INSERT INTO things VALUES (21 , ' printer ', 1) ;

Listing 1: Example of tables created and filled with SQL.
To create a new branch, we add a statement to fork branches
from existing ones (see Listing 2). This statement only expects the
name of the parent branch and the created one. It does not require
any further information as branches affect all tables to fulfil foreign
key constraints. Creating a new branch is necessary to maintain
access to a certain database state whenever this version should be
preserved.
CREATE BRANCH mybranch FROM master ;

Listing 2: Statement to create the branch mybranch from the
parent master.
To query tables on the created branch, we propose the keyword
VERSION behind each table that is part of an insert, select, update
or delete query (see Listing 3).
INSERT INTO users VERSION mybranch VALUES (2 , ' Bob ');
UPDATE things VERSION mybranch SET user =2 WHERE id =21;
SELECT * FROM users VERSION mybranch ;

Listing 3: Insert, update and select statements on tables of a
certain branch using the VERSION keyword.
Although branches affect all tables, explicitly specifying the
branch enables access to tables across different branches in one
statement. This allows merging tables of different branches using
ordinary SQL statements. For example, a full outer join allows

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated an extension of SQL to support
versioning. Our extension supports named branches over multiple
tables, which comprises a statement for branch creation and an
auxiliary keyword after each table to determine the branch. We
compiled SQL statements to operator plans based on an open-source
parser, which allows integration into other software projects as
well. Our target engine, TardisDB, was equipped with a modified
table scan operator with bitmaps to indicate the affiliation of tuples
to branches and a version chain to track their modification history.
The extension did not slow down the read throughput on the master
branch and retrieved other versions faster than comparable systems. With the developed web interface, we aimed to demonstrate
the simplicity of extending SQL for versioning, which should also
increase the acceptance of SQL for further tasks such as version
control.
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